The Two Sudans: Some Aspects of the South
political ideas so different that we can hardly grasp them,
it is difficult to know how to begin.    In Mongalla, for
example, there are some twenty-five tribes.    There are
about seventy  paid  chiefs—their salaries   are  generally
microscopic—and some hundred and fifty chiefs altogether,
many with less than two hundred taxpayers.    It is clear
that though some kind of judicial system can be evolved,
no real progress towards native  administration  can be
made   in   these   conditions.    Everything   else   apart,   it
would be too expensive.    Much may be done by more or
less voluntary amalgamations ;   personal ambitions and
jealousies eventually make difficult further reductions in
this way.    In Tanganyika a solution is being attempted
by tribal federations ;   in their own particular areas the
chiefs retain their independent powers, but act together
as a Native Authority.    As a deliberative body for the
allocation  of native  administration  funds   and for the
formulation of local regulations such a system has obvious
possibilities, but one feels that there must be a need for
a co-ordinating executive which in such a case can only
be exercised by the District Commissioner, which violates
the principle.    A solution may have been found in practice,
but it is hard to see what it can be.    An alternative might
be to set up a centripetal tendency by subsidising selected
chiefs with increased pay and privileges.    In time they
might come to be regarded as paramount.    Or one might
frankly appoint a selected chief as the tribal paramount
and resolutely support his authority.    If he had hereditary
standing he might be successful in time, but only at the
price of great discontent and constant intrigue.    In any
case the process must be a long one and a combination
of the first and second alternatives is probably most likely
to  be productive.    The  appointment of  a  Government
creature who has no hereditary standing will in nineteen
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